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Abstract.  This study extends the observations on the 
defects in pseudopod formation of ABP-120  + and ABP- 
120- cells by a detailed morphological and biochemi- 
cal analysis of the actin based cytoskeleton. Both 
ABP-120  + and ABP-120-  cells polymerize the same 
amount of F-actin in response to stimulation with 
cAMP.  However,  unlike ABP-120  ÷ cells, ABP-120- 
cells do not incorporate actin into the Triton 
X-100-insoluble cytoskeleton at 30-50 s, the time 
when ABP-120 is incorporated into the cytoskeleton 
and when pseudopods are extended after cAMP stimu- 
lation in wild-type cells. By confocal and electron mi- 
croscopy,  pseudopods extended by ABP-120- cells are 
not as large or thick as those produced by ABP-120  + 
cells and in the electron microscope, an altered fila- 
ment network is found in pseudopods of ABP-120- 
cells when compared to pseudopods of ABP-120  ÷ 
cells. The actin filaments found in areas of pseudo- 
pods in ABP-120  ÷ cells either before or after stimula- 
tion were long, straight, and arranged into space 
filling orthogonal networks. Protrusions of ABP-120- 
cells are less three-dimensional, denser, and filled 
with multiple foci of aggregated filaments consistent 
with collapse of the filament network due to the ab- 
sence of ABP-120-mediated cross-linking activity.  The 
different organization of actin filaments may account 
for the diminished size of protrusions observed in liv- 
ing and fixed ABP-  120-  cells compared to ABP-120  ÷ 
cells and is consistent with the role of ABP-120 in 
regulating pseudopod extension through its cross- 
linking of actin filaments. 
p 
SEUDOPOD extension is an essential feature of many 
types of  cell locomotion. Amoeboid cells in particular 
are well known for their reliance on pseudopod exten- 
sion for locomotion. In chemotactic amoebae such as Dic- 
tyostelium discoideum, pseudopod extension appears to be 
a primary event in the reorganization of cytoskeletal polarity 
that is required for chemotaxis. Despite the demonstrated or 
suspected importance of the pseudopod in many cell types 
and  after  extensive  study,  modern  cell  biology  has  had 
difficulty  in  distinguishing  definitively  among  the  three 
general actin based models for how pseudopods are extended 
(Cooper,  1991; Egelhoff  and  Spudich,  1991; Condeelis, 
1992; Fukui  1993; Lee et al.,  1993; Oster and Perelson, 
1995; Zigmond,  1993). 
Part of  the problem arises from the complexity of the actin 
cytoskeleton  which contains  a  multitude of actin  binding 
proteins potentially involved in the temporal and spatial con- 
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trol of  actin polymerization, filament cross-linking, and slid- 
ing (Hartwig and Kwiatkowski, 1991; Luna and Hitt,  1992; 
Condeelis,  1993a). Taking advantage of model cell popula- 
tions that exhibit protrusive activity and extend pseudopods 
synchronously in response to defined stimulation,  such as 
platelets (Hartwig,  1992), neutrophils (Omann,  1987), and 
Dictyostelium (Condeelis,  1993b), a subset of actin binding 
proteins specifically involved in pseudopod extension have 
been tentatively identified. One of  these proteins is ABP-120. 
Immunofluorescence demonstrates  that ABP-120 is con- 
centrated in lamellipods and pseudopods during cell spread- 
ing and locomotion, and preferentially in pseudopods during 
cAMP-stimulated  pseudopod  extension  (Condeelis  1981; 
Carboni and Condeelis, 1985; Condeelis et al., 1988). ABP- 
120 is incorporated into the actin cytoskeleton at times after 
stimulation with cAMP that correlate  with cross-linking of 
actin into the cytoskeleton and pseudopod extension (Hall et 
al.,  1988; Dharmawardhane et al., 1989). ABP-120 cross- 
links actin filaments in vitro to form a rigid actin gel contain- 
ing orthogonal networks similar to those observed in pseu- 
dopods  in  situ  (Condeelis  et al.,  1984, Wolosewick and 
Condeelis,  1986; Ogihara et al.,  1988). 
ABP-120 is a 40-nm rod-shaped protein consisting of two 
identical subunits each with a molecular mass of 120,000 D 
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ferred from sequence analysis (Noegel et at.,  1989).  Each 
monomer contains an amino-terminal actin filament-binding 
site which is highly conserved throughout a number of actin- 
binding protein families (Bresnick et al.,  1990, 1991). The 
tail of each monomer contains six cross-beta sheet motifs 
that form the rod and probably function in dimer formation 
(Noegel et at.,  1989; Bresnick et at.,  1990).  The subunits 
are packed in an anti-parallel orientation (Brink et at., 1990) 
consistent with its F-actin cross-linking activity. 
The structural properties of ABP-120 suggest that it is a 
member of the ABP-280 family of actin-binding proteins. 
The tails of both ABP-120 and ABP-280 contain the repeti- 
tive beta-sheet motif and the amino-terminal actin-binding 
domains contain the conserved 27-amino acid actin-binding 
site (Gorlin et at., 1990).  In addition, ABP-120 shares with 
macrophage  ABP-280  the  ability  to  promote  orthogonal 
cross-links between actin filaments in vitro (Niederman et 
al.,  1983; Wolosewick and Condeelis, 1986). 
To evaluate the function of ABP-120 in vivo, we have used 
targeted  gene  disruption  in  two  separate  strains  of Dic- 
tyostelium. In both strains, deletion of expression of ABP- 
120 results in mutants cells that are less active in pseudopod 
extension, exhibit a decrease in rate of formation and size of 
pseudopods, show reduced pseudopod extension activity af- 
ter stimulation with a pulse of cAMP and have decreased 
efficiency of chemotaxis and rate of cell locomotion. In these 
mutants, the amount of F-actin that is incorporated into the 
cytoskeleton  in  response  to  stimulation  with  cAMP  is 
significantly reduced (Cox et at.,  1992).  In a related study 
ABP-120-  cells were produced by chemical mutagenesis. 
Although defects in motility were not reported, alterations 
in the incorporation of actin into the cytoskeleton were ob- 
served after stimulation of cells with cAMP (Brink et at., 
1990). Both studies support a role for ABP-120 in regulating 
the organization of actin filaments in  vivo.  Furthermore, 
results from studies reporting defects in cell motility support 
a direct role for ABP-120-mediated filament cross-linking in 
normal pseudopod extension and cell locomotion (Cox et al., 
1992). 
In this study we report the first direct test of the hypothesis 
that ABP-120 is involved  in filament cross-linking in vivo. 
The detailed morphological and biochemical analysis of the 
actin-based cytoskeleton of ABP-120  + and ABP-120-  cells 
reported here also allows direct correlation between the mor- 
phology and fine structure of the leading edge cytoskeleton 
of these cells with differences in motile behavior reported 
previously. 
Materials and Methods 
Cell Lines 
ABP-120 + and ABP-120- cell lines used were AX3-1S-2 + and AX3-1S-4-, 
respectively, and were derived from an AX3 parental Dictyostelium strain 
as described previously (Cox et at.,  1992). 
Antibodies 
Affinity-purified rabbit anti-ABP-120  used throughout this study has been 
characterized to be monospecific to ABP-120 as described elsewhere (Car- 
boni and Condeelis, 1985).  The fluorescein-labeled goat anti-rabbit sec- 
ondary antibody (Cappel; Organon Teknika,  Rockviile, MD) was preab- 
sorbed against a  fixed and permeabilized cell  suspension as previously 
described (Condeelis et al., 1987) to remove antibodies that recognize Dic- 
tyostelium antigens. 
NBD-Phallacidin Binding Assay 
The NBD-phallacidin binding assay was performed as described in Hall et 
at. (1988) with minor modifications. The final fixation  mixture contained 
2  x  106 cells in 103  mM KPO4,  10 mM PIPES,  18 rnM KOH, 5  mM 
EGTA, 2  mM MgSO4, 0.1%  Triton X-100,  3.7%  formaldehyde, and 0.4 
mM caffeine in 1.5 ml final volume. The fixed cells were then stained with 
0.4 #M NBD- phallacidin for 1 h and washed once with saponin buffer. The 
bound NBD-phaUacidin was eluted from the cell pellet with 0.5 mi of abso- 
lute methanol for 30 min. The amount of NBD-phallacidin released was de- 
termined by the amount of emission of a sample at 465-nm excitation and 
535-nm emission using a spectrofluorimeter (F-2000; Hitachi Sci. Instrs., 
Mountain View, CA). Relative F-actin content was determined by the ratio 
of the percent of emission of a cAMP-stimulated sample divided by the per- 
cent emission of unstimulated control samples. 
Triton-insoluble Cytoskeletons 
Triton-insoluble cytoskeletons were prepared according to Dharmaward- 
hane et al. (1989).  Cell lysates generated by this assay contain a final actin 
concentration near the critical concentration. These lysates are subjected 
to immediate centrifugation following cell lysis to avoid significant poly- 
merization or depolymerization of cellular actin which may occur after ly- 
sis. Therefore, this assay is less influenced by changes in actin polymeriza- 
tion and is more sensitive to actin cross-linking. The actin content in the 
cytoskeletons was quantitated by scanning densitometry of the 42-kD actin 
band on Coomassie blue stained SDS-PAGE gels using a  scanning den- 
sitometer (Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale, CA). 
Confocal Microscopy 
Cells were prepared for fluorescence microscopy according to Cox et al. 
(1992)  with minor modifications. After starvation for 5.5  h  in  14.8 mM 
NaH2POa,  5.2 mM K2HPO4,  pH 6.6 (20 told Na/K/PO4 buffer) the cells 
were treated with 3 mM caffeine and aliquots were allowed to settle on glow 
discharged polylysine (1  mg/ml of poly-L-lysine hydrob~'omide,  tool  wt 
>70,000) coated coverslips for 0.5 h before fixation. Cells were fixed either 
without stimulation (0 s) or 40-50 s after stimulation with 1 #M 2' deoxy 
cAMP. Cells were also stained with rhodamine phalloidin to label F-actin. 
Stained slides were examined on a MRC-600 laser scanning confocal mi- 
croscope (Bio Rad Labs., Hercules, CA), usually in the rhodamine/fluores- 
cein two-channel configuration using the filter and mirror sets provided by 
Bio Rad. A Nikon 60x  1.4 numerical aperture planapochromat objective 
lens was used. Under our staining conditions the two channels were of ap- 
proximately equal intensities in ABP-120 + cells, where the same range of 
pixel values was obtained from the brightest section of each channel at the 
same pinhole and photomultiplier-gain settings. At these settings cross-talk 
between the two channels was at background levels. This was confirmed 
with the use of rhodamine-only and fluorescein-ordy stained control slides. 
The signal was of sufficient intensity that pinhole settings of five or less (Bio 
Rad) could be used in collecting image series in the Z axis. The optical 
slices were collected as the Kalman average of eight one-second scans. Un- 
der these conditions and with the optics used, the resolution of the x-y 
dimension was 0.3 #m and the z dimension was ,'~1.0/~m (Wells et at., 1990; 
Wilson et al.,  1990). 
Electron Microscopy 
Cells in culture medium were allowed to adhere to ethanol cleaned and glow 
discharged polylysine-coated coverslips for 30  rain.  Non-adherent cells 
were washed off by carefully decanting the medium and replacing it with 
20 mM Na/K/PO4 buffer,  pH 6.6. Adherent cells were starved on the cov- 
erslip for 5.5 h in 20 mM Na/K/PO4 buffer.  Cells were permcabilized for 
2 rain in DICTY PHEM buffer (15 mM Pipes, 6.25  mM Hepes, 10 mM 
EGTA, 0.5 mM MgCl2, pH 6.9) containing 0.75%  Triton X-100,  5 #M 
phallacidin, and protease inhibitors directly or after being exposed to 1 #M 
2' deoxy cAMP for 40 s. Cytoskeletons were fixed in DICTY PHEM buffer 
containing 2% glutaraldehyde (Polysciences Inc., Warrington, PA) for 15 
rain. The covet'slips were extensively washed in glass-distilled water, rap- 
idly  frozen,  freeze-dried, and  rotary  coated  with  1.4  nm of tantalum- 
tungsten and 2.5 nm of carbon without rotation in a Cressington CFE-50 
freeze-fracture apparatus (Cressington Scientific Instruments, Ltd., Wat- 
ford, England) as described previously (Hartwig,  1992). 
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pared by detergent permeabilization as above but before fixation they were 
incubated with 10 #M skeletal muscle myosin SI in DICTY PHEM buffer 
for 10 min at room temperature, washed twice with DICTY PHEM buffer, 
and then fixed in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, containing 0.2% 
tannic acid and 1% glutaraldehyde. 
Gold Labeling for ABP-120: ABP-120 was localized in cytoskeletons 
using affinity-purified rabbit anti-ABP-120 IgG and 8-nm gold particles 
coated with goat anti-rabbit IgG in cytoskeletons from cells permeabilized 
and fixed with DICTY PHEM as described above. Before antibody labeling, 
unreacted aldehydes were blocked using a 5-rain wash of 1 mg/ml sodium 
borohydride followed by washing thrice in PBS containing 1% BSA, pH 8.2. 
The cytoskeletons were incubated with 5 t~g/rnl of primary antibody for 60 
rain, washed thrice with PBS/BSA, incubated for 90 rain with 8-nm gold 
particles coated with goat anti-rabbit IgG,  washed thrice in PBS/BSA, 
thrice in PBS, and then fixed with 1% glutaraldehyde in PBS for 10 min. 
The cytoskeletons were washed in distilled water,  rapidly frozen, freeze- 
dried, and metal-coated with tantaium-tungsten and carbon as described 
above. 
Filament Lengths: The lengths of filaments present in cytoskeletons 
were determined as described previously by Neiderman et al. (1983). 
Thickness of  ABP-120- and ABP-120  +  Pseudopods 
The cytoskeletal height of ABP-120- and ABP-120 + pseudopods following 
stimulation was determined by the analysis of confocal and electron micro- 
graphs. (~onfocal  images of the cells were obtained by staining cells for 
F-actin using rhodamine phalloidin. Polarized cells with a  clear leading 
lamellipod that was attached to the coverslip were chosen for imaging. The 
thickness of an area 1 #m wide, either just inside the pseudopod or 3 t*m 
inside the pseudopod, was determined from the number of Z-sections of 
known thickness that contained fluorescence. For the electron micmgraphs, 
the Z-axis height of filaments in cytoskeletons was determined from paired 
stereo micrographs as described previously (Hartwig and Shevlin, 1986). 
Results 
Polymerization of  Actin and Its Incorporation into the 
Cytoskeleton Following cAMP Stimulation 
Previous work has shown that in wild-type cells actin is poly- 
merized in two waves in response to stimulation (Hall et al., 
1988), an initial sharp peak at 10 s followed by a second less 
well-defined peak at 40-60 s. Actin becomes incorporated 
into the Triton X-100-insoluble cytoskeleton in three peaks, 
an initial sharp peak at 10 s and the second and third poorly 
resolved peaks between 30 and 60 s (Dharmawardhane et al., 
1989). ABP-120 becomes incorporated into the cytoskeleton 
in two peaks that occur with the same kinetics as the second 
and third peaks of actin incorporation into the cytoskeleton 
suggesting that ABP-120 plays a role in the cross-linking of 
filaments into the cytoskeleton at these times (Dharmaward- 
hane et al., 1989; Condeelis et al., 1990). In ABP-120-con- 
taining  cells,  pseudopod  extension  occurs  in  response  to 
stimulation with cAMP during the second and third peaks of 
actin  incorporation  into  the  cytoskeleton.  Therefore,  the 
postulated sequence of events occurring in a narrow window 
of time following stimulation with cAMP is: actin polymer- 
ization,  incorporation  of ABP-120  into  the  cytoskeleton, 
ABP-120-mediated cross-linking of actin filaments, and then 
pseudopod  extension.  A  causative  relationship  between 
ABP-120-mediated  filament  cross-linking  and  pseudopod 
extension is supported by the reduction in pseudopod exten- 
sion from ABP-120- cells between 30 and 60  s  following 
stimulation (Cox et al.,  1992). 
To determine if the reduction in pseudopod extension fol- 
lowing  stimulation  in  ABP-120-  cells  is  correlated  with 
defects in either actin polymerization or cross-linking of ilia- 
ments into the cytoskeleton, two assays were carried out on 
identical populations of cells in parallel to distinguish these 
two events (Fig.  1). First, the amount of F-actin present in 
cells at various times before and following cAMP stimula- 
tion, in both ABP-120  ÷ control and ABP-120- cells, was de- 
termined using an NBD-phallacidin binding assay (Hall et 
al.,  1988).  The  basal  amount  of F-actin  in  unstimulated 
ABP-120  + and ABP-120- cells was the same, with values of 
25.6  +  5.4  and 25.8  4-  8.7  relative fluorescence units/106 
cells for ABP-120  ÷ and ABP-120- cells, respectively (4-SD 
from 5-7 experiments). There is no statistical difference in 
these values as indicated by a Student's t test with a P value 
of 0.96.  Also,  both the ABP-120  + and ABP-120- cell lines 
polymerize the same amount ofF- actin in response to cAMP 
(Fig.  1 a) and with the same kinetics even at times when 
pseudopods are normally extended following stimulation in 
ABP-120  + cells  but  fail  to  extend  in  ABP-120-  cells.  P 
values  at  10,  30,  and  50  s  were 0.689,  0.771,  and 0.500, 
respectively,  indicating  that  polymerization  in  ABP-120  ÷ 
and ABP-120- cells is not significantly different. 
Second,  the ability of the ABP-120  ÷ and ABP-120- cell 
lines to cross-link F-actin  into the  cytoskeleton was ana- 
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Figure I (a) Comparison of the kinetics of changes in total F-actin 
content following cAMP stimulation in ABP-I20  + and ABP-120- 
cells,  as measured  by NBD-phallacidin  binding.  Means  for 2-6 
values are shown. SEM  (standard  error of mean)  is shown for 
T  =  6,  30 and 50 s (n  =  6).  (b) Comparison  of the kinetics of 
changes in relative actin content present in Triton X-100 insoluble 
cytoskeletons after stimulation with cAMP. Means for 2-7 values 
are shown. SEM for T  =  6, 30 and 50 s are shown as in a (n  = 
7).  (e) ABP-120+; (o) ABP-120-. 
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trifuged gently so as to pellet only actin filaments that were 
cross-linked into the cytoskeleton at the time of cell lysis. 
The assay was done rapidly on ice to increase the sensitivity 
of the assay for cross-linking as described previously (Dhar- 
mawardhane et al.,  1989). The ABP-120  + control cell line 
showed the same kinetics of incorporation of actin filaments 
into  the  cytoskeletons as  wild-type  cells  (wild  type  not 
shown).  However, the ABP-120- cell line showed reduced 
actin incorporation into the cytoskeleton after stimulation at 
the times when ABP-120 is normally incorporated into the 
cytoskeleton and when pseudopods form in ABP-120  ÷ cells 
but fail to extend in  ABP-120- cells  (Fig.  1 b).  That is, 
compared to ABP-120  + cells, there is a significant decrease 
in the amount of F-actin incorporation into the cytoskeleton 
at  30  and  50  s  in  ABP-120-  cells  after  stimulation,  as 
shown by t test with P values of  0.038 and 0.050, respectively, 
while the I0 s peak of actin incorporation is unaffected by 
deletion of ABP-120 with a P  value of 0.261. 
By comparing Fig. 1, a and b, it is apparent that the defect 
in ABP-120- cells is not in the amount of F-~ictin present in 
resting cells or assembled between 30 and 50 s after stimula- 
tion with cAMP but in the ability of ABP-120- cells to in- 
corporate F-actin into their cytoskeletons. 
Confocal Microscopy 
Fluorescence was recorded by confocal microscopy of cells 
that had adhered to polylysine-coated coverslips and then 
were fixed and stained for F-actin and ABP-120. The shapes 
of ABP-120  + and ABP-120- cells both before and after stim- 
ulation with cAMP were studied. Although a variety of cell 
morphologies could be seen on each coverslip, the following 
generalizations can be made. Typical ABP-120  + cells before 
and after stimulation with cAMP are shown in Figs. 2 and 
3. ABP-120 is observed to be concentrated along with F-actin 
in  surface projections in  resting cells.  After exposure to 
cAMP,  ABP-12W  cells (Fig.  3,  row 1 and 2) show an in- 
creased number of surface projections compared to ABP- 
120  + cells that have not been stimulated (Fig. 2, row 1 and 
2) and these projections contain concentrations of ABP-120 
and F-actin. In comparison, the ABP-120- cells show a re- 
duced number of surface projections both before (Fig. 2, row 
3) and after stimulation with cAMP (Fig. 3, row 3) when 
compared  to  ABP-120  +  cells.  Staining  with  antibodies 
against ABP-120 in the ABP-120- cells  was  not observed 
(Fig.  3,  row  4)  as  demonstrated previously (Cox  et al., 
1992). 
Confocal microscopy allows cells to be imaged in three 
dimensions. However, upon reconstruction, the conventional 
image produced is a view from directly above the cell. Using 
the  volume rendering  software VoxelView  (Vital  Images, 
Inc., Fairfield, Iowa), a cell image can be analyzed from var- 
ious angles. This allows the dimensions of individual surface 
projections and pseudopods to be analyzed in the Z dimen- 
sion. A greyscale intensity for each volume element (voxel) 
was used which is proportional to the fluorescence intensity 
in that region. Fig. 4 shows several different views of a vol- 
ume  reconstruction  of the  actin  cytoskeleton  of typical 
stimulated ABP-120  + (Fig.  4  b)  and ABP-120-  (Fig.  4  a) 
cells, created from a Z-series of confocal microscope images 
of F-actin  stained  with  rhodamine phalloidin.  The ABP- 
120  + cell has a greater number of projections over the en- 
tire surface of the cell in comparison to the ABP-120- cell. 
Both the ABP-120  + and ABP-120- cells have lamellipodial 
projections in contact with the polylysine-coated coverslip. 
A leading lameUipod is seen in both the ABP-120 ÷ cell and 
the ABP-120- cell. However, when the leading lamellipods 
are viewed in profile (0 °) it is apparent that the lamellipod 
in the ABP-120  ÷ cell is much thicker than the one seen in 
the ABP-120- cell.  Quantitation of images  (Table I) indi- 
cates that ABP-120  + cells are approximately twice as thick 
as ABP-120- cells at the leading edge. 
Electron Microscopy 
Cytoskeletons from crawling Dictyostelium amoebae were 
prepared for electron microscopy in order to examine the 
structural differences in the ABP-120- cells that may under- 
lie differences in behavior and dimensions of their projec- 
tions observed in the light microscope, in comparison to the 
ABP-120  + cells. Frontal lameUipodial areas of the cytoskel- 
eton (within 5 txm from the front edge of the cell), identified 
from low magnification images, were examined from both 
unstimulated and cAMP-stimulated cells. Typical cytoskele- 
tons for both unstimulated (0 s) and stimulated (40 s  af- 
ter cAMP) ABP-120  + cells are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig.  8. 
These cytoskeletons display  three  features.  First,  as  ob- 
served in the light microscope, pseudopods at the leading 
edge are very three-dimensional near the cytoskeletal edge 
(Table I). Second the actin filaments that compose the net- 
work are long,  1.18/~m  +  0.30/~m in length (+  SD,  n  = 
100), and straight. In general, the bulk of the filaments run 
parallel to the substrate and cross one another at 'x,90 ° an- 
gles. A second set of filaments are oriented vertically to the 
substrate running from the cytoskeletal bottom to its surface. 
Third, filaments are organized into a space filling orthogonal 
network of high branching angles. This results in a contigu- 
ous network having pores of 50-100 nm in size. Bundles of 
filaments are present at the cell periphery and at the ventral 
surface of the lamellipods (Fig. 5, black arrow). Bundles in- 
terconnect and originate in the orthogonal filament network. 
Fig. 8 shows that these three features are conserved in cyto- 
skeletons from cells stimulated with cAMP before detergent 
permeabilization. The Dictyostelium  cortical cytoskeleton is 
therefore structurally identical to that of macrophage cyto- 
skeletons except that the filaments composing the networks 
of Dictyostelium are longer (Hartwig and Shevlin,  1986). 
The biochemical evidence in Fig. 1 suggests that ABP-120 
cross-links filaments into the cytoskeleton during pseudopod 
formation. To determine if ABP-120 is present throughout 
the volume of the pseudopodial network and located at sites 
Figure 2. Confocal fluorescence micrographs of unstimulated ABP-120  + and ABP-120- cells. (Row 1 ) Pseudo-phase contrast image of a 
typical ABP-120  + cell and corresponding stereo pair of F-actin stained with rhodamine phalloidin. (Row 2) Stereo pair of the same cell 
as in (row 1 ) stained for the presence of ABP-120. (Row 3) Pseudo-phase contrast image of a typical ABP-120- cell and corresponding 
stereo pair showing F-actin. Bar, 10 #m. 
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F-actin fluorescence images of a typical (a) 
ABP-120- cell and (b) ABP-120 ÷ cell after 
stimulation  with  cAMP  (40  s).  Views 
shown  are (from top to bottom) pseudo- 
phase contrast 90 °, 450, and 0 ° (edge-on). 
The leading edge of each cell is shown by 
the arrowhead. Bar,  10 #m. 
where actin filaments interact the location of ABP-120 in the 
filament network of ABP-120  + cells was determined by im- 
munoelectron microscopy. Fig. 7 shows the location of ABP- 
120 as visualized with anti-ABP-120 IgG and 8-nm colloidal 
gold particles. ABP-120 is dispersed throughout the volume 
of the pseudopod in association with filaments. Stereo view- 
ing also reveals precise information on the location of ABP- 
120 with regard to actin. Gold labeling predominates at fila- 
ment intersection points indicating that ABP-120 is found at 
places where actin filaments interact.  There were no gold 
particles found  in  ABP-120- networks  prepared under  the 
same conditions (data not shown). 
Actin filaments in similar regions of the cytoskeleton have 
a  different organization in ABP-120- cells when  compared 
Table L  Thickness of ABP-120- and ABP-120  + Pseudopods 
ABP-120-  ABP-120  +  t Test 
Distance from cytoskeletal  margin  cytoskeletal  height  cytoskeletal  height  P value 
~m + SEM (n) 
Determined  from confocal  Z series 
edge-I /~m  1.8  +  0.1  (20)  3.4  +  0.4 (14)  <0.001 
3 /~m  2.1  +  0.2 (10)  3.7  +  0.4 (14)  <0.001 
Determined from electron micrographs 
edge  0.32  +  0.05 (10)  0.87  +  0.11  (10)  <0.001 
1 /~m  0.38  +  0.04 (10)  0.78  +  0.07 (10)  <0.001 
2 t~m  0.40  +  0.04 (10)  0.99  -t- 0.07 (10)  <0.001 
3 #m  0.50  ___ 0.05 (10)  1.23  5- 0.11  (10)  <0.001 
Figure 3.  Confocal fluorescence micrographs of typical ABP-120 ÷ and ABP-120- cells after stimulation with 1 ~aM 2' deoxy cAMP. (Row 
1) Pseudo-phase of typical ABP-120 ÷ cells and corresponding stereo pair of F-actin stained with rhodamine phalloidin. (Row 2) Stereo 
pair of the same cells as in (Row  1 ) stained for the presence of ABP-120.  (Row 3) Pseudo-phase of a typical ABP-120- cell and corre- 
sponding stereo pair showing F-actin. (Row 4) Stereo pair of the same cells as in (row 3) stained for ABP-120. Cells were prepared and 
imaged under identical conditions to those shown  in Fig. 2.  Bar,  10 #m. 
Cox et al. ABP-120-actin Filament Structure in Pseudopods  825 Figure 5. Structure of the cytoskeleton from a representative unstimulated ABP-120  + celt that was crawling on a polylysine-coated glass 
coverslip before detergent permeabilization. (a) Paired electron micrographs show the typical lamellipodial filament network of this un- 
stimulated ABP-120  + cell. The lamellipod is composed of actin filaments, 1.0- 2.0 #m in length, ordered into a dense orthogonal network. 
Bundles of actin filaments are observed. They appear to form when filaments running from the network coalesce into parallel arrays (black 
arrow with white edges). To obtain a  stereo image, turn the micrographs 90  ° clockwise and view the right half of the micrograph.  (b) 
Low magnification image of the entire cell identifying  the region shown in a. This is the cytoskeleton from a cell that had a broad frontal 
lamellipod extending 3-5 #m from the cell body. Bars:  (a) 500 nm; (b) 2/~m. 
The Journal of Cell Biology, Volume 128, 1995  826 to the ABP-120  ÷ cells. Typical cytoskeletons from unstimu- 
lated and stimulated ABP-120- cells are shown in Figs.  6 
and 9. The networks of ABP-120- cells are much less three 
dimensional (Table I) and have smaller pore sizes than net- 
works of ABP-120  + cells both before and after stimulation. 
The filaments are not as straight and lie as a flat mat on the 
ventral cell surface. Close inspection reveals the presence of 
foci of aggregated  filaments  within  the  cortical lamellae 
(Figs. 6 c and 9, arrows). These foci are usually found near 
the bottom of the cytoskeleton and are never seen in ABP- 
120  + cells. 
To rule out the possibility that ABP-120- cells were form- 
ing filamentous structures that were not actin filaments, the 
filaments of both ABP-120+ and ABP-120- networks were 
labeled with myosin S1. Filaments in both cell types labeled 
with S1 give the arrowhead pattern diagnostic of actin fila- 
ments.  The filaments are randomly oriented in both ABP- 
120+ and ABP-120- networks as seen by the random orien- 
tation of the barbed ends of the filaments (Fig.  10).  Once 
again the actin network of the ABP-120- cell shown in Fig. 
10 b is less three-dimensional and filaments are more inter- 
tangled than that of the ABP-120  ÷ networks (Fig.  10 a). 
Discussion 
ABP-120- Cells Respond to cAMP by 
Polymerizing Actin but Fail to Incorporate 
Actin into the Cytoskeleton 
An important issue that remained unresolved after previous 
analyses of ABP-120- mutants was the cause of the reduc- 
tion in cytoskeletal actin in ABP-120- cells after stimula- 
tion of motility with cAMP (Cox et al., 1992). The reduction 
could  result  from  diminished  actin  polymerization,  in- 
creased depolymerization, or failure of  mutants to cross-link 
filaments  into  the  cytoskeleton. The present  study using 
ABP-120+  control  transformants  and  ABP-120-  cells  de- 
rived from the same AX3 strain of Dictyostelium resolves 
this issue. The kinetics of actin polymerization and depoly- 
merization following stimulation by cAMP  is  identical to 
both the ABP-120  + and ABP-120- cells:  both cell popula- 
tions increase their actin filament content by 25-30% after 
exposure to  cAMP.  However,  the  ABP-120-  cells  do  not 
shown a  corresponding increase in  incorporation of actin 
into the cytoskeleton at times corresponding to the second 
and third peaks of incorporation in wild-type cells. There- 
fore, the reduction of cytoskeletal actin results not from a 
change in their capacity to polymerize actin but from an in- 
ability of the ABP-120- cells to cross-link F-actin into the 
cytoskeleton beginning 30 s after stimulation. This deficit is 
significant since the second and third peaks of incorporation 
of actin into the cytoskeleton are temporally correlated with 
pseudopod extension. 
Furthermore, the observation that the first peak of incor- 
poration of actin into the cytoskeleton following stimulation 
with cAMP is unaffected in ABP-120- cells indicates that 
cross-linking of actin by ABP-120 is not required at this time. 
This is consistent with the kinetics of incorporation of ABP- 
120 into the cytoskeleton in wild-type cells which indicate 
that ABP-120 does not bind to the cytoskeleton during the 
first peak but does bind during the second and third peaks 
of actin incorporation into the cytoskeleton (Dhamaward- 
hane et al.,  1989). Taken together, these results suggests a 
causative relationship between ABP-120-mediated filament 
cross-linking and pseudopod extension. 
LameUipods from ABP-120- Cells have Altered Three 
Dimensional Morphologies  and Filament Packing 
Dictyostelium amoebae spread and crawl over polylysine- 
coated glass surfaces and, after exposure to cAMP, both the 
ABP-120  ÷ and ABP-120- cells increase their protrusive ac- 
tivity  when  compared  to  unstimulated  cells.  ABP-120- 
cells,  however, exhibit much less protrusive activity both 
before and after stimulation with cAMP compared to the 
ABP-120 + ceils (Cox et al.,  1992) and lamellipods produced 
by the ABP-120- cells are not as large or thick as those ex- 
truded by ABP-120+ cells. Comparison of images from both 
the confocal and electron microscope revealed clear differ- 
ences  in  the  thickness  of these  lameUae  with  ABP-120- 
cells having much flatter projections. Both techniques show 
a similar difference in pseudopod thickness between ABP- 
120  + and ABP-120- cells. The absolute value of pseudopod 
thickness as measured by these two techniques is different 
due  to  spherical  aberration  in  the  confocal  microscope, 
which distorts the Z-axis.  This phenomenon is caused by 
having mismatched refractive indices in an optical system, 
such as between the oil, coverslip, mounting media, and the 
specimen itself. Spherical aberration increases proportion- 
ally with depth into the aqueous media and specimen and can 
alter  morphological  data.  Due  to  spherical  aberration, 
reconstruction of a Z-series of a perfectly round object will 
result in an oval, elongated in the Z-axis (Visser et al., 1992; 
Hell et al.,  1993; Brenner,  1994). 
To investigate the cause of these morphological alterations 
in pseudopod size, rapidly frozen, freeze-dried, and metal- 
coated cytoskeletons were viewed in the electron micro- 
scope. Micrographs of lameUipods at the leading edges of 
cytoskeletons of ABP-120+ ceils revealed orthogonal actin 
filament networks interspersed with  occasional actin fila- 
ment bundles. We concentrated here on the structure of the 
network because as discussed below this structure shows the 
greatest modification in  the  ABP-120- cells.  In ABP-120  + 
cells, lamellipods appear to find support in a space filling or- 
thogonal network assembled from long, straight actin fila- 
ments. Most of the filaments of this network run in parallel 
with the glass substratum, fanning out centrifugally from the 
interior margin of  the lamellae, and cross one another at near 
90 ° angles. Other filaments run vertically up from the sub- 
strate and appear to be "tent poles" on which the other fila- 
ments draw support.  This filament geometry results in an 
efficient three-dimensional structure capable of filling maxi- 
mal volume with minimal amounts of filaments and is consis- 
tent with  the observation that cross-linking of F-actin by 
ABP-120 in vitro leads to orthogonal networks with regular 
filament spacing and the consistency of a rigid gel (Nieder- 
mann et al.,  1983; Condeelis et al.,  1984; Wolosewick and 
Condeelis,  1986). Thus, ABP-120 molecules, located spe- 
cifically in this network at points of filament intersection 
(Fig. 7), are likely to rigidify the network by cross-linking 
the filaments. 
By direct comparison to ABP-120  ÷ cells, the actin cortex 
of ABP-120- cytoskeletons appears denser, thinner, and the 
Cox et al. ABP-120-actin  Filament Structure in Pseudopods  827 Figure 6.  Structure of a cytoskeleton from a  representative unstimulated ABP-120- cell crawling on a  polylysine-coated glass coverslip 
prior to detergent permeabilization. ABP-120- cells extend smaller and flatter pseudopods than ABP-120  ÷ cells (compare with Figs. 5 and 
8). (a) Actin filaments composing the pseudopods are curled and intertangled. Large, flat aggregates of actin filaments are apparent (black 
arrows with white edges).  These aggregates are shown in stereo in c.  (b) Low magnification view of the cytoskeleton. (c) Paired electron 
micrographs showing region of the cytoskeleton of the cell shown in a.  Stereo viewing reveals that this frontal pseudopod is relatively 
flat. Large tangles of actin filaments are present at the bottom of the cytoskeleton at many points (black arrows with edges).  Bars: (a) 
500 ran; (b)  1 #m; (c)  100 nm. 
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in the peripheral cytoskeleton 
of  Dictyostelium.  ABP-120 
is  located  throughout  the 
lamellipodial  network  using 
afffinity-purified  rabbit  anti- 
Dictyostelium  ABP-120  IgG 
and  8-nm  gold  particles 
coated  with  goat  anti-rabbit 
IgG.  Paired  electron  micro- 
graphs  show  two  different 
regions at the cytoskeletal pe- 
riphery.  ABP-120  locates 
throughout the volume of the 
actin filaments composing the 
cytoskeletal periphery, partic- 
ularly at filament intersection 
points. Bar,  200 nm. 
The Journal of Cell Biology,  Volume 128, 1995  830 inter  filament distance is less regular. In many areas, the cor- 
tex contains foci of aggregated actin filaments near the ven- 
tral  cell  surface  indicating that  the  absence  of ABP-120 
results in loss of regular interfilament spacing and orthogo- 
nality between filaments. These comparative observations 
are  consistent with the  findings that  ABP-120-  cells  are 
defective in cross-linking of actin into the cytoskeleton dur- 
ing pseudopod extension (Fig.  1). 
These results indicate that ABP-120  is required for the 
cross-linking of actin filaments in pseudopods to form a 
space filling orthogonal network with the consistency of a 
rigid gel. Furthermore, the observations that pseudopods in 
ABP-120- cells are flatter, smaller (Fig. 4, Table I), and ex- 
tended more  slowly than in  ABP-120  + cells  (Cox et al., 
1992) indicate that formation of a rigid orthogonal network 
of filaments, as mediated by proteins like ABP-120,  is re- 
quired for normal pseudopod extension as discussed in detail 
elsewhere (Condeelis, 1993a; Oster,  1984). 
Comparison of the Organization of  Actin in Lamellae 
of Rapidly Motile Phagocytes 
Dictyostelium amoebae and mammalian leukocytes are highly 
motile cells  that  can  move at  velocities  in  excess  of  10 
/~m/min. Rapid locomotion is accompanied by, and thought 
to require, the extension of large lamellipods that are densely 
filled with actin filaments. Since the mode of motility and be- 
havior of these phagocytes are very similar, comparisons of 
the three-dimensional structure and biochemical composi- 
tion of the actin cytoskeleton in lamellae of these cell types 
is useful because it may provide insights into the mechanics 
of pseudopod extension and motility. In this study, for the 
first time,  the three-dimensional structure of the lamelli- 
podial actin cytoskeletons of Dictyostelium has been visual- 
ized using rapid-freezing, freeze-drying, and rotary coating 
in a way identical to that used with mammalian white cells 
to allow direct comparison of the lamellar cytoskeleton of 
Dictyostelium and leukocytes. In both cell types, networks 
of orthogonally oriented actin filaments fill the volume of the 
lamellipods  of Dictyostelium and  leukocytes.  These  net- 
works have the mechanical advantage of  occupying the maxi- 
mum volume with minimal polymer mass. Furthermore, ac- 
tin filaments approach the plasma membrane with either 
filament end and laterally in Dictyostelium as reported previ- 
ously for the lamellar cytoskeleton of macrophages and neu- 
rons (Hartwig and Yin, 1988; Lewis and Bridgeman, 1992, 
respectively). 
In  comparison to macrophages and platelets,  filaments 
forming the  lameUar  networks of Dictyostelium are long, 
with filament lengths of 1-2/~m discernible. This is in con- 
trast to the filament length distribution determined biochem- 
ically for the entire Dictyostelium cytoskeleton (Podolski 
and Steck, 1990) and longer by a factor of two to three than 
the actin filaments in the cortex of macrophage cytoskele- 
tons. The difference in filament length observed here does 
not result from the loss of a large population of short ilia- 
merits or to depolymerization of filaments since small solu- 
ble  nuclei (i.e.,  short free filaments) are  not detected in 
nucleation assays of Dictyostelium (Hall et al.,  1989)  and 
permeabilization solutions used in this study contained phal- 
lacidin concentrations in molar excess to that of actin. A pos- 
sible explanation for differences in filament length distribu- 
tion in Dictyostelium is that different  populations of filaments 
were sampled.  The filament length distribution measured 
biochemically by Podolski and Steck (1990) was for the en- 
tire Dictyostelium  cell and sampled filaments in relatively in- 
active regions of the cell cortex where filaments are expected 
to be short. In our study only filaments in growing pseudo- 
pods where actin polymerization is occurring (Hall et al., 
1988)  were visualized and are,  therefore, expected to be 
longer than in inactive regions of the cell cortex. 
In macrophages, the high molecular weight ABP-280 has 
been implicated in generating networks of orthogonal ila- 
ments (Hartwig and Shevlin, 1986; Hartwig and Yin, 1988) 
as well as linking filaments and the network to the plasma 
membrane (Ohta et al., 1991). In Dictyostelium, the smaller 
protein, ABP-120, which is related to ABP-280  and shares 
many of the same structural features, has been implicated in 
generating  networks  of orthogonally arranged  actin  illa- 
ments 0Nolosewick and Condeelis, 1986). Both proteins re- 
side at filament branch points in networks in situ (Fig.  7; 
Hartwig and Shevlin, 1986). This suggests that ABP-120 and 
ABP-280 have similar functions in vivo and that the entire 
tail portion of ABP-280,  which is much longer than that of 
ABP-120, is not required for the cross-linking of filaments 
into orthogonal geometries as seen in situ.  However,  this 
conclusion is complicated by the existence of an ABP-280- 
related protein in Dictyostelium amoebae called ABP-240 
(Hock and Condeelis,  1987; Condeelis et al.,  1988).  ABP- 
240 has hydrodynamic, immunological, and morphological 
properties similar to the ABP-280/filamin family of  proteins. 
ABP-240 is a potent actin filament cross-linker and is present 
in lameUipods of Dictyostelium (Ridsdale, unpublished ob- 
servations) suggesting that ABP-240 may contribute to the 
final geometries of filaments in networks observed in Dic- 
tyostelium lamellipods. 
The Cortical Expansion Model 
The cortical expansion model for pseudopod extension pro- 
poses three essential steps for pseudopod formation: (a) the 
local polymerization of actin is followed by (b) cross-linking 
of these filaments to form a space filling gel, (c) the further 
expansion of which leads to pseudopod extension. Gel ex- 
pansion can result from either polymerization and cross- 
linking of filaments within the gel, and/or gel osmotic force 
where the relative contribution of each would depend on the 
geometry of filaments in the gel. For example, actin poly- 
merization and cross-linking are probably sufficient for elon- 
gation of filopods where filaments are cross-linked into bun- 
dies. While, in addition to polymerization and cross-linking, 
gel osmotic force is probably required for the expansion of 
orthogonal filament networks as described previously (Oster 
and Perelson,  1983;  Oster,  1984;  Condeelis,  1993a).  In- 
creases in the volume of gelled networks of actin filaments 
by gel osmotic force requires a reduction in the elastic modu- 
lus of the gel during water uptake (Oster,  1984) which can 
occur through the severing action of proteins like gelsolin 
and severin.  Any model  for the generation of protrusive 
force that uses filament polymerization and cross-linking 
does  not require  myosin-mediated filament sliding either 
directly in the pseudopod as in the frontal contraction model 
or indirectly during the generation of hydrostatic pressure as 
in the tail contraction model, as described previously (Con- 
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ture in a lamellipod of a ABP- 
120- cytoskeleton from a cell 
crawling on polylysine coated 
glass and then stimulated with 
cAMP for 40 s.  (a)  Lamelli- 
pods for ABP-120- cytoskele- 
tons are fiat and contain ag- 
gregates of actin filaments. (b) 
Structure  of  filament  ag- 
gregates  in  ABP-120-  cyto- 
skeletons.  Some  of the  fila- 
ment aggregates are indicated 
with black arrows with white 
edges. Bars:  (a)  300 nm; (b) 
100 am. 
Figure 8. (a) Representative pseudopod from a cytoskeleton of an ABP-120  + cell crawling on a glass coverslip and then stimulated with 
cAMP for 40 s before detergent permeabilization. This pseudopod shares the features of pseudopods from the unstimulated ABP-120  + 
cells in that it is composed of long filaments, many which run the entire length of the pseudopod (,'~2.5-3 #m). A large actin filament 
bundle runs along the bottom (ventral surface) of the cytoskeleton. As in the unstimulated cell, the bulk of the actin filaments are organized 
into a highly branched network. (b) Paired electron micrographs showing a portion of the pseudopod in a. By comparison to Fig. 5, this 
pseudopod is a thicker structure. Some filaments interconnect  end-to-side to form perpendicular connections or intersect and cross at 'x,90  ° 
(a few intersections are indicated by the black arrows with white edges). Many filament pairs are observed but they are also arrayed in 
an orthogonal network. Bars:  (a) 500 nm; (b)  100 nm. Figure 10. The filaments composing the lamellipodial networks of both ABP-120  + (a) and ABP-120- cytoskeletons (b) are actin. Actin fila- 
ments were identified by labeling them with myosin S1. As was observed in the unlabeled cytoskeletons, the actin filaments that compose 
the orthogonal networks of the ABP-120  + cytoskeletons are long and straight.  By comparison, the periphery of ABP-120- cytoskeletons 
have a dense matte of intertangled actin filaments.  Bar,  200 nm. 
The Journal of Cell Biology, Volume 128, 1995  834 deelis,  1992).  The Cortical Expansion hypothesis predicts 
that the essential intermediate step in protrusive activity is 
filament cross-linking not sliding, and this is supported by 
both the observations reported here and in previous analyses 
of cell lines defective in the expression of ABP-120  which 
cannot extend pseudopods normally (Cox et al., 1992). Fur- 
thermore, studies of mutant cell lines defective in the expres- 
sion of myosin II (Wessels et al., 1988) and various isoforms 
of myosin I (Wessels et al., 1991; Titus et al., 1993) demon- 
strate  that  these abundant  isoforms of myosin  are  not  re- 
quired  for pseudopod extension. 
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